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Original title (in french) : Structures et fonctionnements des marchés du carbone. 
 
Translated title (in english) : Structures and functioning of carbon markets. 
 
This study is interested in the theoretical and actual functioning of the emissions 
trading systems resulting from the coming into force of the Kyoto protocol in 2005 
and the implementation of the European Union Emissions Trading Scheme (EU ETS) 
in 2002. 
 
The first part of the work is devoted to a literature-based analysis of the Kyoto flexible 
mechanisms: Emissions Trading (ET), Clean Development Mechanism (CDM) and 
Joint Implementation (JI). These mechanisms allow the protocol's parties to achieve 
their objectives at the lowest cost, using a "cap and trade" strategy. Concerning ET, 
the issues of the surplus of emissions rights (called "hot air") and the effects of the 
economic crisis are tackled. An analysis of the spatial and sectoral distribution of 
CDM and JI is also conducted.  
 
The second part concerns the EU ETS, the coordinated emissions trading system of 
the European Union. With this system, companies with a high level of emissions 
established in at least one of the member countries directly support a part of the 
global constraint resulting from the involvement of the EU in the Kyoto protocol. The 
system also use a "cap and trade" strategy and has been progressively spatially and 
sectorally extended. As for Kyoto flexible mechanisms, an analysis of the structure 
and the functioning of this market is done on the basis of the literature. In addition, 
the implementation of this system within the firms is described through actual 
business cases and is compared with theoretical observations. In particular, we focus 
on emissions monitoring and portfolio optimization.   
 
In the third part of the work, we conduct and in-depth qualitative analysis of the 
impact of EU ETS on the competititveness of firms subject to the constraint in 
Belgium. Interviews has been done with heads of four companies selected for their 
differences in terms of size, emissions level, sector and environmental policy. The 
answers collected are systematically compared with the multinational survey of the 
independent specialized consultant PointCarbon (PointCarbon, 2010). Results show 
that opinions about the impact on the competitiveness are strongly influenced by 
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